


Rexnord MatTop Chain Saves Customer Downtime and 
Almost $50,000 in Maintenance Costs

SHARE THE SAVE:

Challenge
A multinational food and pet care company was using a long 
rubber belt to convey dog food. The belt would not track 
correctly and constantly rubbed against the side of the conveyor 
structure, inevitably causing the sides of the belt to split.

• The rubber belt only lasted six months, and each
replacement added downtime and maintenance costs.

• Recalls of the dog food were possible, since the belt splice
could come apart, causing rubber to mix with the product.

• The company needed a chain that was better suited to the
application.

Rexnord Solution
The local Rexnord Account Executive and Motion 
salesperson proposed upgrading to a Rexnord® MatTop® 
WHT8505-24" Chain. The MatTop chain: 
• Tracks properly on the conveyor structure due to

positive engagement with the sprockets.

• Handles high loads and synchronized chain speeds.

• Is easy to clean.

• Uses less energy due to the chain riding on low-friction
wear strips.

Rexnord Solutions and Savings in Action
Since installing the Rexnord MatTop Chain, the food and pet 
care company has experienced:
• Zero downtime.
• Lower energy costs.
• Projected annual savings. The low maintenance chain

eliminates unplanned downtime events and belt replacements.
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Total Savings: $49,187

Calculating the Annual Total Cost of Ownership 
(TCO)

Rexnord worked with the customer to determine the current costs 
compared to the TCO using the Rexnord solution. The factors 
considered were:

• Acquisition costs

• Installation costs

• Maintenance costs

Cost Analysis

The current solution’s annual maintenance costs, replacement belt acquisition and installation, 
minus the Rexnord solution’s cost of the MatTop chain came to $49,187 in Total Savings.

Customer – A multinational food and pet care company 
Industry – Food 
Application – Replacement of rubber belt conveying dog food 
Rexnord Solution – Rexnord MatTop WHT8505-24" Chain


